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Constraints on Learning Chao was later entering the course due to visa delays and 
his attendance was a little erratic in the early weeks of 
term 1. A meeting about these issues have considerably 
improved attendance and work rate. He is able to work 
very quickly and although he produced good work for the 
mass obs project I know that he needs to push himself 
further to realise his full potential.
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Profile: Work in Term 1 Media Production MA : M61mc/M62mc

Chao arrived late to the course because of visa issues. His English is a little weak and 
sometimes he struggles to understand the nuances of the briefs for filming projects.

He worked well on the London demonstration project and filmed the general 
demonstration and edited together a good piece that gives a strong sense of the day. He 
has a very good visual eye and obviously has a facility to capture well composed images.

As mentioned above his attendance in the early part of the course was patchy and 
required a frank discussion to advise Chao of the need to be present and engaged. Since 
the discussion his attendance and engagement in the course work has improved 
considerably.

He has produced some good pieces and is beginning to try new things in the experimental 
module. If he continues to engage his marks will improve considerably. He requires further 
encouragement and cajoling to produce his best efforts that will stretch his considerable 
abilities. Hopefully the residential experience will encourage this and may prove key to 
Chaoʼs progress.
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Improvements Lou has been a much more regular attender. He has 
clearly benefitted from the field trip and got a lot out of the 
focused contact with us and his peers.
He enjoyed the experience and together with Bo used a 
lot of the time to film and film and experiment with 
different approaches. The quality of the work that he has 
produced as a result is a real development.
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Constraints on Learning Lou has produced some really interesting visual work as a 
result of his time in Skye. He needs to take himself 
seriously as a filmmaker and concentrate on the impact 
he wants to achieve while shooting rather than relying on 
post production outside of camera effects. He slipped 
some effects into one of his pieces from Skye which felt 
totally out of place. He needs to see how, if he wants to 
use out of camera effects how this can be done as an 
integral and structural element of the piece.
He is now thinking about these aspects in a much more 
reflective way that earlier in the year.
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The Image only piece was really interesting the manipulation of the skyline/landline and 
fragmented the image so that it become a pattern almost like a visual oscilloscope 
worked well. The technique used let to some interesting fragmentation and the creation 
of new floating worlds, which became an essence of the landscape. The image + sound 
piece used slow motion in a very effective way; the treatment of the audio gave a good 
sense of place. The use of the special effects fire bursting through was alien and did not 



support the piece in any way. You should have either integrated it into the work or nor 
used it at all. The addition of SFX to make the piece less 'boring' in fact detracted from it 
being a good piece.  The audio piece needed more development; you should have slowed 
it down even more to extend the distortion. 


